We propose a continuum description for the axial separation of granular materials in a long rotating drum. The model, operating with two local variables, concentration difference and the dynamic angle of repose, describes both initial transient traveling wave dynamics and long-term segregation of the binary mixture. Segregation proceeds through ultraslow logarithmic coarsening. [S0031-9007(99) PACS numbers: 45.70.Mg, 47.35. + i, 47.54. + r, 64.75. + g The collective dynamics of granular materials recently have been attracting much interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The dissipative nature of interaction among macroscopic particles sets granular matter apart from familiar gaseous, liquid, or solid states. One of the most fascinating features of heterogeneous granular materials is their ability to segregate under external agitation instead of mixing as would be expected from thermodynamics. Essentially any variation in mechanical properties of particles (size, shape, density, surface roughness) may lead to their segregation.
The collective dynamics of granular materials recently have been attracting much interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The dissipative nature of interaction among macroscopic particles sets granular matter apart from familiar gaseous, liquid, or solid states. One of the most fascinating features of heterogeneous granular materials is their ability to segregate under external agitation instead of mixing as would be expected from thermodynamics. Essentially any variation in mechanical properties of particles (size, shape, density, surface roughness) may lead to their segregation.
Granular flow in slowly rotating drums is different from conventional fluid motion. In the bulk, particles perform rigid body rotation around the drum axis until they reach the free surface. Then they slide down within a thin nearsurface layer [4] . For intermediate rotation speed, the surface has a rather flat S-curved shape, and arctangent of its average slope defines the dynamic angle of repose. Since there is almost no interparticle motion in the bulk, segregation of binary granular mixtures predominantly occurs within the fluidized near-surface layer [3, 5, 7] . In radial segregation grains of one type (for grains of different sizes, the smaller ones) build up a core near the axis of rotation. It occurs during the first few revolutions of the drum. For long drums, along with radial segregation, axial segregation occurs at much later stages (after hundreds of revolutions). Recent experiments [3, 6, 7] revealed interesting features of axial segregation. For rapid rotation speed and large composition fraction of salt grains in a salt-sand mixture f . 0.55, small-scale perturbations travel across the drum at early stages of segregation. At later times longer-scale perturbations take over and lead to quasistationary bands of segregated materials which exhibit slow coarsening [5] leading sometimes to complete segregation [8] .
Most of the theoretical models of segregation agree in that the reason for segregation is the sensitive dependence of the surface slope or shape on the relative concentration of different particles in the mixture. In Ref. [6] a simple theory of segregation in thin surface flow driven by the local slope was proposed. For a monodisperse material, the model recovers the S shape of the free surface. For a binary mixture the model yields a nonlinear diffusion equation for the relative concentration of the ingredients along the horizontal axis. Axial segregation occurs when the diffusion coefficient turns negative. This model yields a significant insight into the nature of the instability leading to the segregation; however, it fails to describe the transient waves at the early stages [7] .
In this Letter we propose a continuum model which describes consistently the early phase of segregation with traveling waves as well as the later stage of segregation characterized by slow merging of bands of different particles. Our model predicts slow (logarithmic) coarsening of the segregated state. The dynamics of segregation shows striking similarity with the experiments of Ref. [7] .
Let us consider a mixture of two sorts of particles, A and B, of which A (B) corresponds to particles with larger (smaller) static repose angle. Our model operates with two variables: the relative concentration of particles c ͑c A 2 c B ͒͗͞c͘, and local dynamic repose angle u. Here c A,B are local partial concentrations of particles integrated over drum cross section, and ͗c͘ ͗c A 1 c B ͘ is an average concentration over the whole system. We assume that c and u are functions of longitudinal coordinate x and time t. We assume that all parameters and variables are normalized by the radius of the drum and gravity acceleration.
The first equation represents conservation of the relative concentration c in the binary mixture:
The first term describes diffusion flux, and the second term describes differential flux of grains due to the gradient of dynamic repose angle. The transport coefficients D, g in general depend on the relative concentration c. The specific form of these coefficients can be derived from the equation for granular transport in the bulk and surface layer. Flux balance calculation [11] yields the following expressions D͑c͒ D 0 ͑1 2 hc͒ and g͑c͒ G 0 ͑1 2 c 2 ͒ (the latter was first derived in Ref. [6] ). Constants h and G 0 depend on the physical properties of the grains. The constant G 0 can be eliminated by rescaling of 0031-9007͞99͞82(23)͞4643(4)$15.00
The plus sign before the last term means that the particles with the larger static repose angle are driven towards the greater dynamic repose angle. As will be shown below, this differential flux gives rise to the segregation instability. Since this segregation flux vanishes with g͑c͒ for jcj ! 1 (which correspond to pure A or B states), it provides a natural saturation mechanism for the segregation instability.
The second equation describes the dynamics of u,
Here V is the angular velocity of the drum rotation, and f͑c͒ is the static angle of repose which depends on the relative concentration [9] . The constant a establishes the time scale for the axial segregation. It characterizes the ratio of the number of particles flowing within the thin surface layer to the number of particles advected within the bulk of the drum. In slowly rotating drums most of the particles are brought to the surface via rigid body rotation in the bulk, resulting in a ϳ 1. In contrast, for rapidly rotating drums most of the particles are advected by closed trajectories by the bulk flow, greatly reducing the value of a. According to our definition of c, f͑c͒ is an increasing function of relative concentration. Since the angle of repose as a function of the concentration c changes typically in a small range [10] , we can approximate the function f͑c͒ by linear dependence f͑c͒ F 1 f 0 c. The constants V, F can be eliminated by the substitution u ! u 2 u 0 , where u 0 ͑V 1 F͒ has the meaning of the stationary dynamic repose angle, which in the limit V ! 0 approaches the static repose angle. The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (2) describes the local dynamics of the repose angle (V increases the angle, and 2u 1 f͑c͒ describes the equilibrating effect of the surface flow), and the term D u ≠ xx u describes axial diffusive relaxation. The last term, g≠ xx c, represents the lowest-order nonlocal contribution from the inhomogeneous distribution of c. It appears as a result of an interplay between the bulk flow and Fick diffusion [11] . As we will see later, this term gives rise to the transient oscillatory dynamics of the binary mixture.
Let us consider the stability of the uniform state, c c 0 ; u 0 f 0 c 0 , where c 0 is determined by initial conditions:
To linearize the system, we need to expand the functions D͑c͒, g͑c͒ near c 0 . The stability properties depend on the values of f 0 and g 0 ϵ g͑c 0 ͒, d 0 D 0 ͑1 2 hc 0 ͒. The eigenvalues l 1,2 are found from the following equation:
It is easy to see that if g 0 f 0 . ad 0 , long-wave perturbations are unstable (l 2 . 0), and if g 0 g . ͑D u 2 d 0 ͒ 2 ͞4, short-wave perturbations oscillate and decay (eigenvalues l 1,2 are complex conjugate with negative real part). The full dispersion curve l͑k 2 ͒ for particular values of parameters is plotted in Fig. 1 . This curve is consistent with the measurements in Ref. [7] . Indeed, at small wavelengths the perturbations travel, and their phase velocity y ph Iml͞k asymptotically grows linearly with k. At k k ‫ء‬ , frequency and phase velocity turn into zero and remain zero for all long-wave perturbations k , k ‫ء‬ . Perturbations in the range 0 , k , k c , where
, k ‫ء‬ , grow exponentially and there is an optimal wave number of the fastest growing perturbations k 0 . Oscillating perturbations with k . k ‫ء‬ always decay, which seems to be in agreement with experimental data, although direct experimental measurement of Rel͑k͒ is lacking. The explicit dependence of the coefficients d 0 , g 0 on c 0 yields the threshold c min for the transient oscillatory behavior. This threshold was indeed observed in the experiment [7] . Since g 0 ! 0 as c 0 ! 1, there also is an upper limit c max for the transient oscillations according to our theory. This upper threshold has not yet been observed.
We performed numerical simulations of Eqs. (1) and (2) using pseudospectral split-step method with periodic boundary conditions. We used up to 512 mesh points in our numerical procedure. The following form of nonlinear functions in Eqs. (1) and (2) changing the qualitative behavior. Comparing the results of our linear stability analysis with the experimental data of Ref. [7] we obtained the representative values of the model parameters: a ϳ 10 23 10 22 , f 0 ϳ 10 40,
The dynamics of the initially preseparated state with wave number k . k ‫ء‬ in a system with size L 60 is shown in Fig. 2 . Short-wave initial perturbations produce decaying standing waves, which later are replaced by quasistationary bands (Fig. 2a) . The bands are separated by sharp interfaces which are very weakly attracted to each other. In fact, in simulations with parameters corresponding to Fig. 2a we were not able to detect interface merging at all in a reasonable simulation time. However, at higher rates of diffusion and dissipation, the interaction becomes more significant, and it leads to band merging and overall pattern coarsening (see Fig. 2b ). In Fig. 3 , we present a number of bands as a function of time for this run.
Fronts separating bands of different grains can be found as stationary solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2) . In an infinite system one finds from stationary Eq. (1) u u 0 1 DG͑c͒ (we again assume h 0), where G͑c͒ R ͓g͑c͔͒ 21 dc 2 1 2 ln 12c 11c and u 0 is an integration constant. Plugging this expression in Eq. (2), we obtain the second-order differential equation for c (for a symmetric solution one chooses u 0 0),
This equation indeed possesses an interface solution. Its asymptotic behavior can be found in the limit D ø f 0 , when the states on both sides of the interface are well segregated (jc͑x !`͒j ! 61͒. In this limit, far away from the interface 1 2 jcj~exp͑2x͞l͒, where This could be anticipated, as in the absence of diffusion nonlinearity g͑c͒ drives the system towards complete segregation.
Logarithmic coarsening of the segregated state can be understood in terms of the weak interaction of fronts. Since the asymptotic field of the front approaches the equilibrium value of the concentration exponentially fast, we expect exponential times for front interaction, Tẽ xp͑d͞l͒, where d is the initial distance between fronts. For multiband structure, the number of fronts N (proportional to the inverse average distance between fronts) decreases approximately as a logarithmic function of time N 1͞d ϳ 1͑͞const 1 l lnT ͒. This dependence indeed agrees with our numerical simulations (see Fig. 3 ).
In conclusion, we proposed a simple continuum model for axial segregation of binary granular mixtures in long rotating drums. The model operates with two local dynamical variables, relative concentration of two components and dynamic repose angle. The dynamics of our model shows qualitative similarity with the experimental observations of initial transients and long-term segregation dynamics [3, [5] [6] [7] . It captures both initial transient traveling waves and subsequent onset of the band structure. The dispersion relation for the slightly perturbed uniform state (4) qualitatively agrees well with observations [7] and can serve for fitting the model parameters. More detailed derivation of the model and comparison with experiments will be given elsewhere [11] . The model also describes logarithmic coarsening of the quasistatic band structure. This coarsening is typical for one-dimensional systems with exponentially weak attractive interaction among defects or interfaces, as in the phase ordering kinetics described by the Cahn-Hilliard model [13] . As in the Cahn-Hilliard model, the order parameter (here concentration c) is a conserved quantity; therefore, front interaction must conform to a global constraint. Our simulations also showed that the model qualitatively reproduces more complicated phenomenology of the separation process reported in Ref. [6] . In particular, periodic modulation of the drum radius, modeled in our approach by a periodic variation of V, leads to band locking. Breaking of the x ! 2x symmetry results in complete segregation in a much shorter time, similarly to the dynamics of grains in the drum with helicoidal shape. Finally, this model operates with variables averaged over the cross section of the drum and thus cannot describe radial segregation. A more elaborate three-dimensional model is needed to describe both radial and axial segregation within a unified framework.
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